Secret Coded Message

What is the secret message? It is easy to find out. Just write down the letter of the alphabet that comes after each letter in the code. (The letter A is a triangle)

CHC XNT JMNV SGΔS
LΔMX NE SGD SGHMFR
XNT LΔX MNV SGQNV
ΔVΔX BΔM AD TRDC
ΔFΔHM? BΔMR, ANSSKDR,
OΔOΔQ, ΔMC DUDM
OKΔRSHB. HS’R BΔKKDC
QDBXBKHMF!

GH

called recycling!

bottles, paper, and even plastic, it’s
throw away can be used again? cans,
many of the things you may now

answer: Did you know that